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      Join the #1 Beef Jerky of The Month Club
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        Discover new and exciting flavors &
brands of craft jerky every month
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      How It Works
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          Select Your Jerky Plan

        
        
          Delicious monthly jerky 
is just a click away.
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          Your first order ships right away

        
        
          FAST SHIPPING
Within the
United States. 
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          Enjoy Artisan Jerky every month

        
        
          Best tasting jerky delivered right to your doorstep. 
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        Ready to discover America's best tasting jerky?
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        New Flavors Every Month

      
      
        Every month, we set out to sample craft jerky from small-batch artisan jerky producers across the country and deliver an expert curation straight to your door.
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        Sign up for exclusive discounts, content, and more!
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        Give the Gift of Jerky

      
      
        Look no further for the perfect jerky gift box for Father's Day, Valentine's Day, Birthdays, Christmas and more! Add your own personal gift note for free.
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          Join over 1000+ Jerky Lovers
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          About Us

                      Craft Jerky Co. is the jerky of the month club you need to be a part of. Every month, we set out to sample craft jerky from small-batch artisan jerky producers across the country and deliver an expert curation straight to your door.
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                  Questions?

                  support@craftjerkyco.com

                  (469) 373-4370
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    Use left/right arrows to navigate the slideshow or swipe left/right if using a mobile device
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